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Aim of this exercise :
Without changing the central goals of the US 
electron ion collider, what physics could be 
done of interest to the community of scientists 
outside of NP? ( ⇒ HEP)

This is NOT an attempt to influence the central 
thrusts of the EIC science case, and its core 
planning but rather to augment them with things 
we may not yet have been explored. 
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If there are investigations of high interest outside of core NP, then this is an attempt to 
identify, and understand what modifications if any may be needed to the EIC project 
& planning.
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Outline and disclaimer
● Overview of salient outcomes of dedicated 

EIC workshop on EW and BSM physics
○ Highlight of some physics that may not have gotten 

regular updates within the YR effort

● Outline
○ Impact on large x PDFs
○ Physics with positron beams
○ NC parity violating asymmetries 
○ Charge symmetry violation
○ Charge lepton flavor violation
○ Beyond the Standard Model sensitivities
○ Possible future studies
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Impact on HEP extractions

● The limitations on HEP extractions are 
mostly coming from PDF uncertainties

● We have reached a limit on extractions 
using the current data as they pull in 
different directions 

○ The EIC would play the vital role as a arbiter 
(particularly with high precision dataset)

● Measuring both NC and CC for electron 
and positron beams allows for a simple 
deconvolution without nuclear effects
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EIC and LHC workshop

Tim Hobbs

https://indico.cern.ch/e/LHCEICPhysics
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Positron beams
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Wally Melnitchouk

Two photon exchange contribution changes 
sign for e+ and e-
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NC extractions
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Yuxiang Zhao
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Weak mixing angle extractions

● Extractions from different ion will need 
a more complicated analysis
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Ayres Freitas

At the EIC

Need precise knowledge of PDFs for 
100 GeV2 < Q2 < 5000 GeV2
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NC extractions

● The weak mixing angle extractions are in a region that has not 
been probed before and overall reach similar precisions as SoLID

● Beyond the weak mixing angle extractions Yuxiang made the point 
that together with the CC current measurements on deuteron we 
can obtain similar if not better precision than with positron beams
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Yuxiang Zhao
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Charge symmetry violation
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Phiala Shanahan
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Charge symmetry violation

● CSV measurements are necessary to have a 
complete understanding of the nuclear force

● While the EIC data will not improve on the PDF 
combination sensitive to CSV it could potentially 
access some CSV observables directly

● More detailed studies will be needed 
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Dipangkar Dutta
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Charged Lepton Flavor Violation
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Sonny Mantry
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CLFV: e to tau (lepto-quarks)
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Jinlong Zhang

● Assumes hadron calorimetry in the central barrel
● Needs 1-prong analysis to reach full potential

● Sensitivities to the CLFV(1,3) would be enhanced with positron 
beams (can search for specific LQ)

● Current limits set by HERA sitting at sensitivities of a few fb
○ The high luminosity of the EIC will gain us 2 orders of 

magnitude
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Dark photons
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Ross Corliss

● First analysis looks at e+e- decay, but hadronic final states could be 
investigated as well

● The boosted kinematics significantly opens up the angle between the decay 
leptons creating a specific topology

● Only consider QED background for now
● With 6 months of running 25 on 250 (~39 fb-1) we could reach similar 

sensitivities than BABAR but in a wider mass range
○ Handbook detector used for initial smearing studies

● Measurement would benefit from improved charge sign reconstruction (PID)
● Higher eta coverage would lead to access to lower mass dark photons
● There is still the possibility that the muon g-2 anomaly could be explained by a 

dark photon with a purely leptonic coupling
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Lorentz violating effects
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Enrico Lunghi

● Construct an extension to the SM where the vacuum expectation 
of a constant background field is not Lorentz invariant
○ For example: the lifetime of a boosted muon and the lifetime 

of a muon at rest but measured in a boosted frame would 
differ

● This would lead measurements varying with sidereal time
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SMEFT
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Daniel Wiegand
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Studies that should be integrated in the YR effort
● Combined fits of neutral and charge current can help constrain flavour separation and 

polarized PDFs:
○ Eur. Phys. J. A (2017) 53 contains most of the information in the tables, but help from theorists is needed to implement 

this in something like ePump for assessment of impact on PDFs (Phys. Rev. D 99, 054004 (2019))

● Positrons and deuteron running present two ways of expanding beyond ep scattering.  
○ The community should combine sufficient information about the tradeoffs between positron or deuteron running to allow 

for better planning.

○ Additional work on polarized charged current cross-sections could further bolster the case for positron beams (see  
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5040210 for details)

● Lepton flavour violation using the e- to tau- presents opportunities at integrated luminosities of 
100 fb-1 or more

○ The one prong decay analysis chain must be developed for more detailed assessments. Such an analysis could allow 
for a study of lepton number violation in the e- to tau+ channel

● Searches for dark photons at the EIC are in a kinematic region that will not be covered by 
other experimental results in the foreseeable future. The community believes that it will be 
worth the effort to pursue this further.

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140%2Fepja%2Fi2017-12245-2
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.99.054004
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5040210
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Potential new studies
● Full list in open session summary on workshop indico page
● If heavy ion statistics is sufficient for weak neutral current extractions studies of nuclear 

effects, EMC-life effects, or extractions of the weak mixing angle could be pursued
● While measurements of the Vud CKM element is certainly not profitable for the EIC, the 

Vus or Vuc could provide sensitivities beyond what is going to be measured in the next 
decade

● Charged current diffractive PDFs (see https://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-ph/9803423.pdf for 
details)

● It is well known that in the s-channel e- e+ polarized collisions the polarizations of the two 
beams add up to provide a higher sensitivity for a double spin asymmetry
○ It would be worth investigating which kind of observables would benefit from this 

type of addition in e-p collisions

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/8110/timetable/
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__arxiv.org_pdf_hep-2Dph_9803423.pdf&d=DwMGaQ&c=CJqEzB1piLOyyvZjb8YUQw&r=BUnOFToXiMAX5yL_gazJ3Q&m=-EBkXzzsPZISUfgnkibCAusqmSUxQYfdJx5hS8XwoMQ&s=bnk8sGlV40KRQDz-8W4EnoXWoLnWslQ0z-f_6utyC0c&e=

